Thursday, December 5

∗∗

Stokes’ Theorem

1. Let S be the portion of the cylinder of radius 2 about the x-axis where −1 ≤ x ≤ 1.
(a) Draw a picture of S and compute its area without doing any integrals. Hint: How could
you make this cylinder out of paper?
(b) Find a parameterization r(u, v) of S.
(c) Does the normal vector field associated to your parameterization point into or out of S?
First, try to determine this without doing any calculations, and then check your answer by
evaluating ru × rv .
(d) If necessary, change your parameterization so that the normal vector field points inwards.
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(e) Now consider the vector field F = − z, xz, −x y . Compute curl F.

®
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(f) Check that curl F is the sum of G = − 2x, −1, 0 and H = 0, y, z .
(g) Use geometric arguments to determine whether the flux of G is positive, zero, or negative.
Remember that we have oriented S so that the normals point inwards. Do the same for H
and curl F.
26. The curl of a vector field F at the origin is v0 = ⟨3, 1, 4⟩. Estimate
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28. Suppose that F has a vector pote
the flux of F through the surface S
upward-pointing normal.
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27. You know two things about a vector field F:
29. Prove that curl(f a) = ∇f × a,
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(i) F has a vector potential A (but A is unknown).

tion and a is a constant vector.
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FIGURE 22 Surface S whose boundary is the unit circle.
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33. Verify that B = curl(A) for r >
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(a) Suppose F is a vector field on R3 which is equal to curl G for some unknown vector field G.
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In particular, S is the graph of z = f (x, y) over a domain D, and C is
Check your answers
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the boundary of S with parametrization (x(t), y(t), f (x(t), y(t))).
(a) Use the Chain Rule to show that
F3 (x, y, z)k · dr = F3 (x(t), y(t), f (x(t), y(t))
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